NEWS RELEASE
CVTCORP Extends Product Portfolio into Gas Compression Industry through
Development Agreement with Moore Fans
Montreal, Quebec --(BUSINESS WIRE)—January 12th, 2016--CVTCORP, a worldwide leader in
advanced engineering and the design and manufacture of mechanical continuously variable transmissions
(mCVT), announced a development agreement with Moore Fans LLC of Marceline, MO. This new
development program includes the design, manufacture and service of mechanical CVT transmissions for
Moore Fan to sell into the industrial engine –driven gas compression industry.
“This new development program is another chapter in the continued development of mechanical CVT’s
into multiple applications in different industries”, said Daniel Girard, President and CEO of
CVTCORP. “Our development with Moore Fans will allow us to expand the benefits of our technology
into an industry that runs 24/7/365. The ability to offer energy savings through system optimization will
be key in an industry that has not seen innovation like this for a number of years.”
John Moore, President of Moore Fan said, “The addition of this technology to this industry is important
since the gas compression industry is looking for cost effective products that save energy through fuel
efficiency and reduce seasonal system maintenance. The environmental impact of less fuel, lower system
noise levels and lower CO2 emissions only makes this impact that much greater.”
About Moore Fans:
Moore Fans has a 75 year history as a leader in providing key components and engineering support in the
gas compression industry. Their key relationships and expertise in this industry will expand the reach and
expand the acceptance of mechanical CVT technology into these key markets.
About CVTCORP:
Founded in 2001, CVTCORP is the industry leader in the design, development and manufacture of
mechanical continuously variable transmissions for the agriculture, construction, power generation and
various other industrial applications. CVTCORP excels at end to end complex efficient and cost effective
powertrain solutions for key manufacturers around the world. The company is privately held and
headquartered outside of Montreal, Canada. For more information about CVTCORP please visit us at
CVTCORP.com.
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